CDS
(b)(3):10 USC 424; (b)(3):50 USC 3024a)

DTG
111949Z AUG 03
FROM
FM DIA WASHINGTON DC/(b)(3):10 USC 424
CONTROLS
CONFIDENTIAL
SERIAL: (U) IIR (b)(3):10 USC 424
BODY
- COUNTRY: (U) IRAQ (IZ); AFGHANISTAN (AF); IRAN (IR).
- IPSP: (U)
- SUBJ: IIR (b)(3):10 USC 424 IIS AGENT IN AFGHANISTAN REPORTS INFORMATION FROM AFGHANI COUNSELOR DAHASTANY ABOUT TIES BETWEEN USAMA BIN LADIN, THE TALIBAN, AND IRAQ (U)
- WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT CLASSIFIED (b)(3):10 USC 424
- DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
- DOI: (U) 20010915.
(b)(1),(b)(3):10 USC 424; 1.4 (c)

SUMMARY: (b)(3):10 USC 424 AN IIS AGENT IN AFGHANISTAN REPORTS INFORMATION FROM AFGHANI COUNSELOR AHMED (DAHASTANY) ABOUT TIES BETWEEN USAMA ((BIN LADIN)), THE TALIBAN, AND IRAQ (b)(1):1.4 (c) WARNS THAT THE U.S. HAS EVIDENCE OF THE CONNECTION, AND IT IS POSSIBLE IT WILL ATTACK IRAQ AND AFGHANISTAN IF TRUE.

TEXT: (b)(3):10 USC 424 (b)(1):1.4 (c)
(b)(1):1.4 (c)
(b)(1):1.4 (c) AN IRAQI INTELLIGENCE SERVICE (IIS) AGENT IN AFGHANISTAN, REPORTS INFORMATION FROM AFGHANI COUNSELOR AHMED ((DAHASTANY)) REGARDING TIES BETWEEN USAMA ((BIN LADIN)), THE
TALIBAN, AND IRAQ. WARNS THAT AMERICA HAS EVIDENCE OF THE CONNECTION, AND IT IS POSSIBLE AMERICA WILL ATTACK IRAQ AND AFGHANISTAN IF THE EVIDENCE IS CORROBORATED. DAHASTANY OBTAINED THIS INFORMATION IN IRAN.

(b)(1);(b)(3):10 USC 424
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Withheld pursuant to exemption

(b)(3): 10 USC 424

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act